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Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) embryonated eggs are used for the production of many veterinary and
human vaccines. We have used High Throughput Sequencing to screen allantoic fluids and embryos for
the presence of encapsidated viral genomes and viral transcripts, respectively. SPF eggs from two
different producers were tested. We evidenced sequences corresponding to known endogenous retro-
viruses and sequences of Avian Leukosis Virus, but no sequence that might suggest a productive infection
of eggs with a virus even distant from known viruses. Our results strongly suggest that SPF eggs such as
those used for this study represent a safe substrate for the production of vaccines.

© 2014 The International Alliance for Biological Standardization. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.
Specific Pathogen Free embryonated eggs are used for the pro-
duction of many veterinary and human vaccines. The chickens are
bred under strict contained atmosphere and controlled periodically
regarding the lack of virus infection according to relevant guide-
lines [1,2]. This is specifically important as SPF eggs are used for the
manufacturing of some live vaccines, for which there is no down-
stream virus-inactivating step. Importantly, knowledge regarding
chicken viruses is derived from veterinary medicine and is there-
fore biased towards viruses pathogenic for chicken, which is not
relevant for other hosts. Unbiased detection of viruses might thus
increase the safety of the products.

We have used the potency of High Throughput Sequencing
(HTS) to screen SPF eggs from two different producers (A and B).
Two independent pools of 14 eggs from producer A and 11 eggs
from producer B were tested for the presence of viral transcripts
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from the embryos and viral DNA or RNA from allantoic fluids.
RNAs from embryos were extracted, converted to cDNA using
random priming and random amplified as previously described
[3]. DNA and RNA extracted from allantoic fluids [4] were pro-
cessed similarly. High molecular weight DNAs resulting from
amplification of the eggs nucleic acids from the same provider
were then sequenced with an Illumina® HiSeq-2000 sequencer
(DNAVision, Gosselies, Belgium). The sequencing depth was
respectively of 70.2 and 91.5 million paired-end reads of 101 nt
in length for the A and B pools. Sequences were trimmed and
filtered according to their quality score and the chicken genome
sequence galGal4 (ICGSC Gallus_gallus-4.0 (GCA_000002315.2))
was subtracted. Finally, de novo assembly and taxonomic
assignation of contigs were conducted as previously described
[5].

We evidenced contigs corresponding to endogenous retroviruses
(A: 299 reads in 20 contigs, B: 385 reads in 25 contigs), which
confirm previous findings: defective and non-defective loci of
endogenous retroviruses are present in chicken primary fibroblasts
used for the production of vaccines. Viral infectious particles were
y Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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associated with both defective and intact sequences [6] and
different loci are capable of expressing viral proteins, such as p19
and p27 [7]. We also identified alpharetrovirus sequences, but none
from gammaretrovirus (avian reticuloendotheliosis virus [8]).
Exogenous alpharetroviruses may be transmitted horizontally be-
tween chickens or after in ovo infection. Sequences evidenced in our
study were from Avian Leukosis Virus (ALV) (A : 593 reads in 39
contigs, B : 1008 reads in 44 contigs), a virus responsible for
lymphoid tumors and other disorders (reviewed in Ref. [9]). It is well
known that sequences of ALV-E exist integrated in the genome of
chicken germ line and can therefore be vertically transmitted, as
those of strictly endogenous viruses described above. Since SPF
herds are screened for the lack of ALV of at least groups A, B and J [1]
[2], these sequences correspond likely to endogenous proviruses.
We also evidenced hits wrongly attributed by the blast analysis to
AvianMyeloblastosis Virus (AMV), Myeoloblastosis Associated Virus
(MAV) [10], avian myelocytomatosis virus [11] and to Rous Sarcoma
Virus (reviewed in Ref. [12]), and different sarcoma viruses
belonging to the src family like Y73. All of these hits corresponded to
sequences identical to cellular oncogens like c-src, c-myb, c-raf
without any hit to gag, pol ou env gene, which reinforce their non-
viral origin. Our results are consistent for the presence of retrovi-
ruses already known as endogenous retroviruses and further sug-
gest that no other retrovirus has been spreading horizontally in
these herds at the time of sampling.

Additionally, we did not evidence productive infection of other
known or unknown viruses. Indeed, we detected only 7 (A pool)
and 5 (B pool) contigs of large size (>1000 nt) without any taxo-
nomic assignation. Ten of them contained only short open reading
frames (orf) (<75 amino acids) while the 2 others each had one orf
of either 100 or 131 amino acids. None ORF had homology with
known viral proteins. We did not identify shorter contigs that could
be mapped along a common distant reference, as we had done
previously for the discovery of other viruses. Indeed, the pipeline
used for virus detection in allantoic fluids has a broad and sensitive
range of detection [3]. It is able to identify unknown viruses [13,14],
including those distant from known viruses that define new viral
genus [15]. We also evaluated the level of detection of the tran-
scriptome pipeline dedicated to embryos using a known virus
present in databases: blinded transcriptome analysis of Vero cells
infected at a very low multiplicity of infection (0.025 pfu/cell) with
the Borna Disease virus, a non cytolytic enveloped RNA virus,
allowed the detection of infection two days post infection. The virus
was identified at the same time by immunofluorescence analysis
and RT-PCR [16,17]. Our results strongly suggest that the hypothesis
of productive infection of eggs with a virus even distant from
known viruses is highly unlikely. It remains however possible that
low level of expression of transcripts by latent viruses, far from
known viruses, could escape HTS-based detection. Such a pipeline
might also be used after amplification in susceptible cells [18,19],
which are also useful to characterize adventitious viruses when
HTS suggests their presence.

Taken together, our results strongly suggest that SPF eggs such
as those used for this study represent a safe substrate for the pro-
duction of vaccines.
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